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2.6.2-Attainment of Programme outcomes and course outcomes are
evaluated by the institution.
The college monitors and communicates the progress and performance of students

through the duration ofthe course in the following ways:
The marks of each internal exanmination i.e. tests, presentations and term end
examinations are communicated to students either in the classroom or by
displaying on the Notice Board.
The result committee prepares subject wise result analysis to review the

performance of each class.
Parent-teacher meetings are organized to build rapport with the parents.
Classroom tests, home assignments are taken to monitor the students

understanding of the subject.
Remedial coaching, guest lectures, workshops, seminars, field visits / study
tours are conducted to improve upon the learning outcomes of students.

.Every year college organizes, a prize distribution ceremony for students,in
which topper students, sports students, and other students who have grabbed
prizes are felicitated to motivate other students.The college monitors and
ensures the achievement of learning outcomes as
follows:
Participation of students in various activities Results of the students-Subjectwise analysis of results are prepared and mark lists showing performance of
students in internal examinations are prepared.
Overall development and performance of the students are communicated to
parents in parents meetings.

Placement of the students Participation by students in the competitions held
in the college and outside the college. The departmental meetings help in the
monitoring the achievement of learning outputs. In this reporting and review

of various activities are discussed in the meeting.
Term end meetings are conducted at every department in the presence of
Principal, where issues related to performance of students are diseussed and
accordingly necessary steps are taken for the benefit of students.
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